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ABSTRACT 
Now a days several Number of users are depending on 

internet to do their routine tasks, because the world wide 

web providing several services required to the people. Here 

the main problem is the internet environment providing huge 

number of services so we need to  find the behavior  of the 

user in various dimensions. First we performed a study on  

static model of the learner. Second we performed a study on 

dynamic model of the learner.  In general the Association 

rules are extracted from the market basket analysis problem 

with using the apriori algorithm. Here we concentrated  

mainly on the unification process and apriori algorithm was 

improved  and we experimented the internet based learning 

and we present the experimental results.  

Keywords: Association rule, Static learning, dynamic 

learning, unification process. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The learning process is done generally via the formal class 

room environment . In this environment some advantages 

and disadvantages are there. As a part of advantages the 

leaner can directly interact with the teacher , hence the 

learning rate is very fast, the disadvantage is highly tough to 

find the subject export as well as skilful teachers in a large 

number. The virtual class room environment  having so 

many advantages . virtual class room (internet environment)  

decreases the cost of establishment of a physical class room 

environment (formal class room environment ) , at the same 

time the risk factors are also reduced a lot, and single skilful 

teacher can broadcast the lesson.  

As a trend change several learners are utilizing the world 

wide web as resource of learning . i.e, Via  the virtual class 

room environment . Hence  leaning rate is increased 

drastically  several universities, are conducting virtual class 

room environment  and conducting more arrived 60-70% . In 

the field of education industry. In the Internet based learning 

Environment, Discoveries the static and Dynamic behavior 

of the  of the learner is essential. The Research is on going 

on this issue by the psychologists and pedogogists for their 

application areas in learning process The Internet based 

learing is a Novel Approach in modern Education system. 

This concept is a wide are a of research in the fields of 

psychology, Information Technology and information 

services and so on . All these Areas are working to find the 

relationship between the static  behavior and the dynamic 

behavior of a learner, We  build the learner model based on 

various raw data complex, dynamic , distributed properties, 

then the selection of suitable method for discovery the patte   

relationship based on the behaviors . 

1.1 Users learner model:-  IEEE 1484.2 PAPI 

(Public and private & information) is the eight aspects [1 ] of 

the user learning process which is composed up with two 

models, the first one is personality model of the learner 

which has eight aspects as show below 

 

 
 

Fig: 1 Static Method 

 
Even though the public and private sectors serving to the 

education industry well, but these sectors are not allowing 

the learners for personalization. The personalized education 

system is the demand of the learners.So,we are using the 

non-intelligent factors towards the personalized learning 

process, in the non-intelligent factors are personality, 

motivation, style, concept and strategy.  

In the internet based learning environment the users prefers 

personalization process in the learning process. It is very 

clear that personalization means based on the learning 

interest he can choose the concept .Here the behavior of the 

learner are very important in learning process, In this 

concept  we use the behavioral method which has six 

concepts. The following is the Dynamic method in learning 

process. 
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Fig:2 Dynamic Method 

 
The User Learner Method(ULM) containing both Static 

Method and Dynamic Method , it will be look like as 

follows. 

 
Fig: 3 The User Learner Method  

 

The relationship between the static method and the dynamic 

method can be defined as 

ULM=<SM,DM> 

 

1.1.1 Static Method: During the learning process some 

elements are stable. These stable elements are represented in 

static method (SM) and it can be defined as 

 

SM=<UL_P,UL_M,UL_S,UL_C,UL_T> 

 

Non-Intelligent factor character was the sum of the static 

properties of the users[3].The learning process is affected by 

the style of dynamic learning[4]. According to Cattell’s 16 

Personality Factors the users learning was defined as 

following tuple . 

 

UL_P::=<UID,A,B,C,E,F,G,H,I,L,M,N,O,Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4> 

 

UID refers the unique identity number of the learner and the 

remaining are the Cattell’s 16 Personality Factors. 

 
Factor Description 

A Warmth Reserved Outgoing 

B Reasoning Less 

Intelligent 

More 

Intelligent 

C Emotional 

Stability 

Affected by 

feeling 

Emotionally 

stable 

E Dominance Humble Assertive 

F Liveliness Sober Happy-go-

lucky 

G Rule 

Consciousness 

Expedient Conscientious 

H Social Boldness Shy Venturesome 

I Sensitivity Tough-minded Tender-minded 

L Vigilance Trusting Suspicious 

M Abstractedness Practical Imaginative 

N Privateness Straightforwar

d 

Shrewd 

O Apprehension Self-Assured Apprehensive 

Q1 Openness to 

Change 

Conservative Experimenting 

Q2 Self-Reliance Group-

dependent 

Self-sufficient 

Q3 Perfectionism Self-conflict Self-control 

Q4 Tension Relaxed Tense 

 
Similarly, the other elements of PM can be defined as 

following formal expression,  

 

Study Motivation Information of Learner: 

 

L_M  :: =<  UID,M_C,M_I,M_R,M_D,M_S,M_E > 

 

Where M_C is information of challenge, M_I is interest, 

M_R is curiosity, M_D is independence,  M_S is Success 

and M_E is extrinsic motivation. 

 

Study Style Information: 

 

L_S :: =< UID,S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6,S7,S8 > 

 

Study Concept Information: 

 

L_C :: < UID,C_M,C_E,C_A > 

 

Study strategy Information: 

 

L_T :: =< UID,T_M,T_C,T_E,T_R,T_S,T_O > 

 

1.1.2. Dynamic Method: In internet learning 

environment we collected the historical information from the 

browsers to identify the Dynamic learning. As per the user 
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learning dynamic model  we describe 6 issues the following 

is tuple. 

 

UDM = { D_C,  D_T,D_B1,D_B2,D_A,D_I } 

 

Where D_C – Dynamic Behavior on Courseware learning 

 D_T – Dynamic Behavior on Test/homework 

D_B1- Dynamic BBS posting 

D_B2- Dynamic BBS browsing 

D_A- Dynamic Behavior of answer question 

D_I- Dynamic Behavior of interaction. 

 

The learner details can be quantifiable using statistics via the 

Dynamic Method. Both values of static method and dynamic 

method are mapped into a normalized manner i.e, uniform 

integer values and these values are ranked high, middle, low 

and 1,2,3 respectively. 

 

2. ALGORITHM (Association Rule Mining) 

Fist we define association rule using mathematical  

notation[2]. 
 

2.1 Definition: Association Rule   Let D be a set 

of  transactions and transaction and the set of items  

I={i1,i2,i3………,im}T is a set of  items such that LT 
.An unique identifier,TID, is associated with each traction.T 

contains X,a set of some items in L, if  . 

Rule form:“BodyHead[Support,confidence]”. 

Association rule 

 YXTYTXYX ,,  

Support: X U Y (the percentage of records that contain both 

X and Y in the database, called 

support of the rule) 

confidence: X ∩ Y(the percentage of records containing X 

that also contain Y, called the confidence of the rule) 

To reduce the cost of apriori we used the apriori decision 

domain algorithm for our problem. 

Here we use the Dynamic behavior of the learner as input 

parameters,and we generate some association rules between 

the static method and the dynamic method as DM SM . 

here we discover the attribute relationship between static 

method and the dynamic method. 

2.2 Definition:  Domain 
The attributes set I in ULM can divided into two subsets: I = 

IS  ID , and IS  ID =  . We named IS, ID  as a domain, 

and the domain IS, ID  expressed as  IS={s1,s2,s3,……..sn}, 

ID={d1,d2,d3,…..dm}. 

 

2.3 Algorithm Analysis: 

If g1,……,gi  h1,……,hj existed,  g1,………,gi  h1    . . . 

g1,……,gi  h2,  . . . . g1,………,gi  hj must exist. As 

per the apriori principle “any subset of a frequent item set 

must be frequent”. So the problem can be translated as   I G

  I H into the rule set as { ^gi  hj}. 

 

2.4 Definition:  Decision Domain (DD) 

We need to find out the association rules as hi,hj…….hm 
S where {  hi,hj…….hm,S }is attribute set , hi,hj…….hm , 

belong to domain I D,S belong to I S . Here S was known and 

name as a Decision Domain (DD). 

 

2.5 Monotonicity Property: A Sequence { an } is 

said to be monotonic if {an} is monotonically increasing or 

monotonically decreasing. 

A Sequence { an } is said to be monotonic if {an} is 

monotonically increasing if  a n+1>=an, Nn  . That is  

a1, <= a2 <= a3…….<= an <= an+1 <=…………. 

A Sequence { an } is said to be monotonic if {an} is 

monotonically decreasing if  a n+1<=an, Nn  . That is  

a1, >= a2 >= a3……….>= an >= an+1 >=………. 

While using the the apriori with Decision domain algorithm 

,if k-items (h1,h2,h3………hk-1,s) is not a frequent item 

set,according to Monotonicity property.the h1,h2,h3………hk-

1 must been invalid frequent items to generate the rules as 

h1,h2,h3………hk-1,……….hn s. Here invalid means even 

though (h1,h2,h3………hk-1,s) can generate the frequent items 

such as (h1,h2,h3………hk-1,……….hn), it can not generate 

frequent item set as (h1,h2,h3…………..……hk-

1,……….hn,s). 

 

3. ALGORITHM:  

APRIORI WITH DECISION DOMAIN 
Step 1: divide Lk(k-frequent items) between Lk1which 

includes decision domain and Lk2 which excludes decision 

domain,both Lk1 and Lk2 are k-frequent items. 

Step 2: generate the k-candidate setC(k + 1)1which includes 

decision domain from Lk1,Lk2 

Step 3: counting the items in C(k+1)1,generate (k+1) frequent 

items L(k+1)1 which include               

 decision domain. 

Step 4: supposing the item which included in C(k+1)1 and 

excluded in L(k+1)1 is hi,hj,……hk,s; 

Step 5: delete all the items which include hi,hj,……hk from 

Lk2 

Step 6: generate k+1 candidate C(k+1)2 which exclude 

decision domain from Lk2  

Step 7: counting the items in C(k+1)2 ,generate k+1 frequent 

items L(k+1)2 which exclude decision domain; 

Step 8: repeat step 1 to step 7 till the largest set of frequent 

items is generated. 
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3.1 Comparative Analysis  

(Time Complexity Evaluation) 
Here we evaluate the dime complexity evaluation to the 

traditional apriori algorithm and also to the apriori with 

decision domain algorithm and we present the results. 

The general apriori algorithm complexity is illustrates as 

 

O(n*(C
1

m + C
2

NMm  + …………….+ C
1



Mm

Mm
)) = O(n * 

2
Mm

) 

 

The time complexity of Apriori algorithm with decision 

domain is illustrated as   

 

O(n*(C
1

m + C
2

NMm 
+ …………….+ C

1



NMm

NMm
)) = O(n 

* 2
NMm 

) 

 

Then  O(n * 2
Mm

)  >> O(n * 2
NMm 

) Hence, the 

algorithm with decision domain can reduce the number of k-

candidates Ck efficiently. 

 

4. EXPERIMENT 
The experiment is conducted in a famous engineering 

college on students static and dynamic behavior with 

observing what they are browsing in the internet hour  and 

we collected 420 students browsing history via band width 

management software. We collected 30 days browsing 

history of the students. Totally  12600 transactions were 

observed and we executed both apriori as well as  apriori 

decision domain. Both algorithms were executed on the 

machines with   Pentium IV 3.0 G.HZ processor and 512 

MB RAM  and we present the performance graph. Apriori 

has taken 2613m.s and Apriori DD has taken 1131m.s to 

process 12600 transactions. 

5. RESULTS 
Here we present the experimental results  in the form of 

association rules and also we present a comparison graph of 

apriori and apriori with DD algorithms.We present a few 

rules. 

R1:Any student who is rule conciousness he is using 

(browsing) courseware learning  in the interner  this associan 

is having 90 percent support. 

R2:Any student who is not rule conciousness he is using 

(browsing) courseware learning  in the interner  this associan 

is having 60 percent support. 

R3:Any student is social bold ness he is using (browsing) 

varity of websites for  learning  in the interner  this associan 

is having 69 percent support. 

R4:Any student is not social bold ness he is using 

(browsing) varity of websites for  learning  in the interner  

this associan is having 40 percent support 

 
 

Fig:4 Comparison chart 

6. CONCLUSION  
In this work   we collected the internet usage details of 

several students and we analysed the data based on their 

behaviour .Finally  wecompared the Apriori algorithm and 

the apriori with DD and we  presented the association rules  

aswell as the comparision graph .We are going to work on 

various types of data analysis in multiple dimensions to 

correlate the static and dynamic method in an effectively. 
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